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This doll pattern is easy and a lot fun to make. A great way to use up all that scarp yarn you've been

stashing away for years. You don't need any loom knitting experience. It's made up of just 2 stitches

and you get a link to a video tutorial to help with that. There is a little hand sewing involved but

nothing the average person can not handle. I know they will become your new yarn obsession.
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I love these loom knit patterns. Super easy and lots of fun. I plan to make and give to charity

Have yet to make one of these "dolls", look easy, ideas flowing through brain. LOL where is space 4

stuff?

Cute



Denise hit a home run again.

These cute little guys and the tiny dolls also by Denise M Canela are the reason I haven't gotten

very little of anything else done in my life.This is November! That means NaNoWriMo or National

Novel Writing Month. By now I should be almost finished with my novel for this year. But I'm only a

third of the way into it.These dolls are so much fun! And I keep thinking about the recipients, be they

tiny little kids or adults who just need comfort, and I hope these little guys will do the trick. In case

you're curious as to my little guys: go to my projects in Ravelry (Darravels) tiny-amigurumi-dolls

these are just a few I'll be adding more as I finish up. I seem to have several projects going at the

same time: a hat and two or three dolls. I try to make a little kid hat with each of the dolls I don't

know if they're going to end up that way but it seems to me a nice thing to give the kid who might

get the doll a little hat or maybe big sibling gets the doll or hat, or maybe they go to both to a

newborn baby or something. By having the dolls and the hats in different stages, my hands don't get

tired doing the same thing over and over. And I'm not fond of sewing. But so happy with the results

when I'm finished!About the book, I read this and the tiny doll book and I couldn't seem to get it right

just by following the book. Luckily, Denise has videos attached in YouTube that you can watch. I

watch them over and over and finally took the book, made notes from the book so that I'd have one

piece of paper to look at and wouldn't have to turn on something electronic just to recall the steps

and how many stitches. And now I think I'm at the point where I don't need to look at anything to

remember how to make them. I don't think I can blame the book. I blame me. I just have a hard time

with written instructions and I do so much better when somebody shows me how to do it. So may I

suggest that you get the books, read through, watch the YouTubes, and enjoy making the

dolls!Thank you, Denise M Canela, for all your books and instructions to making fun things for

charity.

These are cute, easy to make, and can be made with scrap yarn. Denise provides clear, easy to

follow instructions. The simple pattern can be personalized for your recipient. Try it!

Great book, these are such cute dolls for charity and for any little ones. Easy to follow and well

written and illustrated. This author makes a lot of fantastic items on looms, she's my favorite for

variety and versatility.
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